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DRM software prevents it being directly copied to another medium e. There was also an unofficial but
functional application for the Google Android platform called myPlayer but all BBC content was removed in
November as the service was alleged to be in breach of the BBC terms of use. High , The Sarah Jane
Adventures and more non-children's programming is restricted. At the time of launch BBC HD content is not
available, though high and standard video quality are available on all programmes. A cycle of updates and
reverse engineering has followed such that all the various streams, both for the iPhone and Flash streaming
service, are now able to be downloaded without the need for decryption or DRM circumvention. An update
released on 12 December allowed streaming over 3G. At launch the BBC iPlayer app contained options to
resume watching recent programmes, access favourites, browse the most popular shows, find similar
programmes or more episodes, included integrated search and was the only service to feature HD video. The
Trust concluded that the clarification amounted to a significant change to the syndication guidelines which
should have been referred to the Trust for approval before publication. On 20 January , Sony released software
update 1. The only other feature of the new-look iPlayer discussed was a new embeddable video player, being
rolled out across the whole of the BBC's online presence. However, a project was started to enable the iPlayer
to work with other platforms via the Wine project. The decision means British broadcasters are likely to stop
licensing their archive material to services such as Netflix to try to drive subscribers to the new UK service,
which will operate on a fraction of the budget of its deep-pocketed US rivals. The availability of individual
programmes on iPlayer may rely on negotiations with the independent production companies that make shows
for the BBC. It was not possible to schedule a series to be automatically downloaded when the next episode
becomes available. It is a permanent, comprehensive home for the widest range of British content available in
one place. Under the current system, the first episode of a popular series often vanishes from iPlayer before
the final programme has been shown, meaning there is no option to watch an entire series as a box set. Users
can navigate to the usual BBC iPlayer website, and a mobile website is displayed. On 19 June on the live TV
channels it added a rewind to start button. However, some users have managed to get it working using
compatibility options in Microsoft's Windows Vista. Brown criticised the BBC for what he claimed was a
break from previous tradition: the insistence that, for the first time, BBC viewers would be forced to use
proprietary technology to watch BBC programmes. TV programmes to scale effectively.


